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Music therapist Liz Lung, Evelyn 'Cookie' Nelson and caregiver Dotland Walker MARYANN KETCHAM

‘Nothing more important’
than smiles music brings
Liz Lung of Treasure Coast Hospice creates Plan of Care for each patient
MaryAnn Ketcham
Special to Treasure Coast Newspapers
USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA

As a board certified music therapist
at Treasure Coast Hospice, Liz Lung
has a highly-trained ear for creating
pitch-perfect tones and listening to
her clients’ requests for the songs that
resonate with them.

Courses in music, clinical, and music therapy foundations, as well as
1200 hours of clinical training, have
prepared her with the strong foundation she needs to create a Plan of Care
for each of those with whom she
works.
“Progress or “goals” look different
for each patient based on their needs,”
said Lung. “These goals are then bro-

ken down into objectives that I work
toward.”
Armed with her guitar and angelic
voice, Lung travels to the home of 102year-old Evelyn “Cookie” Nelson, providing comfort and hope with songs
that evoke the most pleasant of memories. An upbeat rendition of Hello

Jackie Holfelder
Special to Treasure Coast Newspapers
USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA
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Dolly begins the interaction as Cookie
closes her eyes, taps her fingers and
toes, and travels back in time to the happy days of her youth.
“The music takes you away and does
a world of good,” said Cookie. “When Liz
plays The Sound of Music, I’m reminded
of the best time of my life!”
Towards the end of the session,
Lung’s repertoire of Cookie’s favorite
tunes changes course to some slower,
dreamier ballads bringing peaceful relaxation and meaningful sleep.
Lung also works with children being
cared for on the Little Treasures Pediatric Program, which supports young pa-
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sense of normalcy in their daily lives.”
This year’s Female Open winner was
Sara Aube, a 22-year-old college student,

Dale Ruby, 58, who finished in 22:35.8.
New Horizons is a nonprofit mental
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health and addiction recovery
provider,

tients with life-limiting illnesses and
their families.
Three-year-old Lillian is one such patient. Born without a corpus callosum,
the tract that facilitates communication
between the right and left sides of the
brain, Lillian suffers severe neurological
issues.
“We just don’t know what her levels
will be,” said her mom Jonita Southworth. “It’s like defying gravity.”
“Music helps Lillian’s mouth muscles,” said Lung. “She’s slowly learned to
stick out her tongue when I sing the Little Green Frog song.”
Unable to walk or talk as yet, Lung
works to stimulate Lillian’s brain with
various techniques, including repetition, the use of nonsensical lyrics, and a
diverse array of instruments such as the
tambourine, a rainstick, and more.

Rolling a cabasa, a percussion instrument with loops of moving steel balls,
over the hands, arms, feet, and legs,
helps with sensory stimulation and encourages a tactile response.
“Music therapy helps Lillian be able
to communicate. It also helps with all of
her other therapies, such as hand movements, intentional vowel sounds, and
tongue play,” said Southworth. “She
loves it! As her mom, there is nothing
more important than seeing the smiles
it brings.”
When it comes to the healing powers
of music, Lung is a witness to what author Debasish Mridha perhaps said
best, “Music can heal the wounds that
medicine cannot touch.”
For more information about Treasure
Coast Hospice, please visit www.TreasureHealth.org.
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